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How smart is your cyber defence?





 When was the last time you tried to hack yourself?
How smart is your cyber defence?
Better safe than sorry!

 


Check how secure you are













We will perform a free evaluation of your systems’ security level








Send


Close me!














Have you been hacked?
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Real ethical hackers

A successful hack is conducted by real hackers, 


not by automated tools!

Why should your cyber defence rely only on machines?

Let us hack you before they do
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Having a strong experience in the field of Cyber Security, CSD has quickly become a leading provider of security services in our home country, and expanded its operations around the world.

We are mainly known for our unique approach towards security which relies on actual talents, rather than sole use of automatized tools that fail to simulate the standpoint of attackers. Our world-class skilled team and genuine approach towards security is also the main reason why our customers chose to work with us. Our main client portfolio includes large corporations from several critical infrastructures including online gambling/gaming, finance, government, banking,
telecommunication and IT&T.

 Read more














85% of servers and infrastructures are vulnerable


Security breaches costs can go up to $35 million per day









9 out of 10 companies think that they are 100% secure even if they have a history of being victims to both internal and external attacks in the past.






















Let us hack you before they do

How valuable is sensitive data security to you?





All successful attacks are conducted by real human hackers

Why should just a machine be in charge of your protection against a real human’s mind ?
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penetration test

We will perform penetration testing in order to reveal how far an attacker can go if he puts his mind to it. The best way to do this is our way - by simulating a real-world attack.




 Read more
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vulnerability assesment

We will perform managed vulnerability assessments and discover all existing vulnerabilities. Once we validate them manually, we make sure to eliminate all false positives.




 Read more
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security audit

We will perform IT Security Audits and inform you of the loopholes in your system and then give you personalized instructions on how to fix all vulnerabilities and weaknesses.




Read more
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cyber intelligence


We will provide a cyber intelligence platform you can use to monitor underground activity regarding your systems and you will receive instant alerts with newly added intelligence.




 Read more
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cyber security training

 We will assist your company's board of managers in the process of expanding their knowledge, by organizing short and to-the-point cyber security trainings and courses.




 Read more











Better safe than sorry





How smart is your cyber defence?

 Check how secure you are










We secure clients almost everywhere
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In press











*video digi24.ro














*video stirileprotv.ro
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On Assignment: Growing Threat 'Ransomware'

Read more >

GO
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Inside 'Hackerville': Romania's Cybercriminal Hub

Read more >

GO
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"Cea mai mare vulnerabilitate pe care am identificat-o este omul"

Read more >

GO
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THE MOST DANGEROUS TOWN ON THE INTERNET

Read more >
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From hackers to security experts, the Balkan IT sector is booming

Read more >
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Reportaj in Ramnicu Valcea, acest Hackerville romanesc

Read more >
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Anti Ransomware Protection FAIL - ESET NOD

Read more >
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Top 10 Notorious Hackers Around The World

Read more >
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"Avem cea mai eficienta metoda de securizarea a sistemelor infomatice"

Read more >

GO
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"Acolo unde sunt banii, acolo se afla si infractorii cibernetici"

Read more >

GO
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Romsys, parteneriat strategic cu Cyber Smart Defence

Read more >
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Cyber Smart Defence ofera protectie avansata sistemelor si bazelor de date StreamingMail

Read more >
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Contact us






	 USA
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[image: ] E-MAIL

[email protected]




[image: ] PHONE

+1 443-618-6326




[image: ] ADDRESS

8245 Hortonia Point Drive

Millersville, 21108

Maryland









	 Romania
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[email protected]
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+4 0786 45 45 45
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Bucharest, Sector 2

Bulevardul Basarabia 96B

Romania









	 UAE
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[email protected]
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+971 56854 6588
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Al Saaha Offices

Burj Khalifa District

Dubai - UAE









	 Belgium
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[email protected]
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+4 0786 45 45 45
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Bruxelles

Avenue Louise 52

Belgium
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	USA - 8245 Hortonia Point Drive Millersville, 21108 Maryland
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	Romania - Basarabia 96B, Bucharest
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	Burj Khalifa District, Dubai
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	Belgium - Avenue Louise 52, Bruxelles


	Tel. +4 0786 45 45 45
	[email protected]
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My video























